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DESIGN OF A HELICOPTER WITH
A JET-PROPELLED ROTOR

SUMMARY

The need for a flying machine that possesses the ability to

hover and fly vertically, and thus does not require a prepared

landing field, is shown to be a prime requisite for private air

transportation. The helicopter, since it possesses these unique

flying qualities, seems to be the machine that can potentially meet

this need. At present, however, it has serious limitations. The

helicopter is priced out of the mass market and this fact, along

•with its lack of inherent stability, prevents its use by the general

public. It is the purpose of this thesis to determine basic

configurations that may provide the solution to these problems.

The recent successful experimental use of helicopter rotors

pov/ered -with jet engines, mounted on the rotor tips, points the

•nay to the initial mechanical simplification that may lead to reduced

production costs. The three types of jet helicopters (1) pressure jet,

(2) ram jet, and (3) pulse jet, are compared. From the comparison of

the existing jet engines, the pulse jet is selected as the most

desirable at this time, in spite of its low-speed characteristics*

It is suggested that the ideal helicopter tip-jet engine

would combine the characteristics of both the pulse and ram-jet

engines. A so-called "wingjet" engine is proposed in which pulse-

jet units are enclosed in a ram duct that is shaped like an airfoil

section. An engine of this type is expected to have lower fuel

consumption and higher efficiency over a wide range of speeds than
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conventional tip-jet engines. It may also have reduced drag and

high lift over the airfoil-shaped engine through inclusion of boundary

control features as indicated in Figure 19.

Elementary helicopter aerodynamic theory is derived and the

effect of the tip jets on basic design considerations are indicated.

Two different designs that use tip jets having the same thrust are

specified for comparison and show the effect of low and medium

tip speed jet engines on the aerodynamic design.

Further simplification is gained by eliminating drag and

flapping hinges. This is made possible by the use of a two-bladed

flexible "seesaw" rotor that is twisted from the tip for cyclic and

collective pitch control. A simple cable control system connected

to a swash plate actuates the trailing tip tabs that twist the

blades.

Stability is considered in terms of the three most important

stability parameters (1) "damping in pitch or roll", (2) "flight

or velocity stability", and (3) "angle of attack stability". It is

shovm that damping in pitch or roll is increased by the presence of

the tip-jet weights mounted on flexible blades. A desirable decrease

in "flight stability" is achieved by the increased inertia due to

the tip-jet weights. The most critical parameter, "angle of attack

stability", is improved by kinematically coupling the rotor coning

with the blade pitch. This also avoids partial blade stall in gusts

and pull-ups and provides automatic autorotation in case of engine

failure.



STANDARD SYMBOLS FOR HELICOPTERS

R rotor blade radius, feet

r radius of blade element, feet

x r/R

B rotor tip loss factor (average value = O.96)

W gross weight, pounds

T thrust, pounds

H* azimuth angle measured from downwind position in direction
of rotation

£ coning angle, radians

•Q- angular velocity of rotor, radians per second

O angular velocity imparted to slipstream at the disc

O angular velocity imparted to the wake below disc
m

>. inflow ratio, ^ R

V forward velocity of helicopter, feet per second

p mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot

u total axial velocity component, feet per second

u induced flow velocity, forward flight

u induced flow velocity, hovering

Up inflow velocity due to drag at rotor

u inflow velocity due to drag at fuselage

u inflow velocity in vertical climb
c

c blade chord, inches

2
A area of rotor disc, feet

0" rotor solidity, bc/CrfR)



STANDARD SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

Q rotor-shaft torque, pound-feet

*\ efficiency

KE kinetic energy, foot pounds

F

f

M

Glauert autorotation thrust parameters

1
CT2figure of merit •.707Hp)(average)
Q

1^ mass moment of inertia of blade about flapping hinge,
slug-feet

Fc centrifugal force, pounds

e distance from center of rotation to flapping hinge, feet

B^ blade loading, pounds per foot

Cg empirical constant of blade-loading equation

AR aspect ratio

% rotor profile drag coefficient

Af fuselage equivalent flat-plate area, feet

K^, K^ rotor-<irag parameters

T power required parameter

rhp rotor horsepower

chp climb horsepower

Rhp profile rotor horsepower

H_ ceiling in climb, feet

Vp vertical descent velocity, feet per second

v^ induced rotor velocity, feet per second



STANDARD SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

0 period of stability oscillation, seconds

ID damping derivative

5_ stability parameter

h distance from e.g. to rotor hub, feet

'I Lock's blade inertia factor =pacR^/l

L lift, pounds

D drag, pounds

CL lift coefficient, L

(L drag coefficient, D

C„ thrust coefficient, —=r* 5-
TTR^CftR)2

CQ torque coefficient, —5-2 -_
* Tffi^CrvR)^

0 blade section pitch angle, radians

<J> inflow angle (induced angle of attack), radians

<d-r blade-element angle of attack, radians

a slope of lift curve, radians

aQ constant term in Fourier series that expresses 6, the
coning angle, radians

b number of blades

b1 first harmonic lateral flapping constant

a^ first harmonic longitudinal flapping constant

\>2 second harmonic lateral flapping constant



STANDARD SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

a2 second harmonic longitudinal flapping constant

f^ natural flapping frequency, cycles per second

*l lag angle, radians

S« flapping hinge

tinge laS ***&



NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS

Advancing blade. The rotor blade that passes through the azimuth

angles from 0° to 180°. (The zero azimuth angle is measured from the

downwind position in the direction of rotation).

Alpha hinge. The rotor blade hinge about which the blades trail or

lag in the plane of rotation.

Anti-torque rotor (tail rotor). A vertically mounted rotor, usually

located at some distance aft of the center of gravity and parallel

to the longitudinal axis of the fuselage, controlled so as to provide

the proper directional or yawing control of the fuselage by generating

a thrust opposite in sense to the torque of the main rotor.

Articulation. The hinging of the rotor blades so as to allow freedom

of motion in both the plane of flapping and the plane of rotation.

Autogiro. An aircraft with a horizontally mounted system of rotor

blades on a shaft above the fuselage for sustaining the craft in the

air. The forward propulsion is obtained by means of a conventional

propeller, the rotors being driven only by action of the airforces.

Autorotation. The property of a rotor system for maintaining its

angular velocity without engine power, the rotative force being

provided by the forward component of the lift forces acting on the

rotor blades.

Axis of no feathering. The rotor axis abouttfaich there is no first

harmonic cyclic pitch variation or feathering motion. (Axis of the

swashplate).
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NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

Blade dampers. Restrainers (spring or hydraulic) installed on the

blade vertical hinge to reduce or dampen the oscillations of the

blade about the vertical or lag hinge.

Blade element. An incremental chordwise section of the rotor blade,

having one unit span.

Blade loading. The gross weight of the helicopter divided by the

total planform area of the rotor blades.

Blade twist. The variation in the pitch angle of the blade, from the

root to the tip, caused by the variation in airforces. Sometimes a

twist is built into the blade structure for the purpose of delaying

the stall of the retreating blade.

Center of gravity. The point of application of the resultant force

which represents all the gravitational or weight forces that act on

the helicopter.

Center of pressure of the rotor blade. The point on the rotor blade

at the intersection of the resultant of the airforces acting on the

blade and the line of zero lift of the blade chord.

Collective pitch control. That control which changes the pitch of all

the blades simultaneously.

Coning angle. The angle of inclination of the spanwise axis of a

rotor blade in respect to the plane of rotation. It is usually

designated by the Greek letter beta (p).

Controllability. The quality of a helicopter that determines the

effectiveness of the displacement of the controls in producing a



NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

change in its attitude of flight.

Coriolus force. The cyclic force that tends to oscillate the rotor

blade in the plane of rotation. The component force normal to the

path of a given mass moving in a rotating plane.

Cyclic control. That control which sinusoidal3y changes the pitch

or angle of attack of each individual blade during its cycle of

revolution.

Delta hinge. That hinge of the rotor blade about which the blade

is free to flap in a plane perpendicular to the rotor disc. The

flapping hinge.

Directional control. That control which causes the helicopter to

change its flight path, either by varying the torque-correcting force

of a single-rotor helicopter or by varying the cyclic-pitch force

(tilting the thrust vector) of a multi-rotor helicopter.

Directional stability. Stability with reference to the disturbances

that cause yawing of the helicopter.

Disc area. The area of the projected outline of the rotor disc(s).

For the purpose of calculating the area of the discs of multi-rotor

helicopters with intermeshing blades, only that projected area of

the combined rotors is assumed to be effective.

Disc loading. The gross weight of the helicopter, divided by the

projected area of the rotor disc(s).

Downwash angle. The angle measured in a plane parallel to the rotor

disc through which the air stream is deflected.
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NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

Drag;. That component of the total airforce that acts on the helicopter

parallel to the relative wind and in a direction perpendicular to the

lift component.

Dynamic stability. The property of a helicopter which causes it to

dampen the oscillations set up by a disturbing force and which

gradually returns it to its original state of steady flight.

Feathering motion. Periodically increasing and decreasing the pitch

of a rotor blade by oscillating the blade about its span axis.

Fineness ratio. The ratio of the length of a streamlined body to

its maximum diameter or equivalent diameter.

Flapping. Variation with the azimuth angle of the rotor-blade

flapping angle, due to lift forces.

Flapping angle. The angle between the blade-span axis and the

plane of the rotor disc.

Flapping plane. The plane through the blade-span axis and

perpendicular to the plane of the rotor disc*

Flexibility factor. An adjustment factor used on computations of

rotor-blade stress to compensate for the reduction in stress that

is due to the flexibility of the blade structure.

Flight path. The path of the center of gravity of the helicopter

with reference to the earth.

Frequency. The number of cycles occurring per unit time, or which

would occur if all subsequent cycles were identical with the cycle

under consideration.
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NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

Gyrodyne. An intermediate type of rotorcraft in which part of the

power is supplied to the sustaining rotor, as in the helicopter,

and part is supplied to a propulsive airscrew, as in the autogiro.

Harmonic. A harmonic is a sinusoidal component of a periodic

quantity having a frequency which is an integral multiple of the

fundamental frequency. (A component, the frequency of which is

three times the fundamental frequency, is called the "third

harmonic").

Helicopter. Any type of heavier-than-air craft which is lifted

and sustained in the air by helicoid surfaces or rotors turning on

vertical axes by virtue of power supplied directly to the lifing

surfaces.

Hovering. The condition of flight in which the helicopter remains

in fixed sustentation relative to some fixed object. In calculating

performance, hovering is defined as the condition of flight having

zero translational and zero vertical velocity relative to the air.

Induced flow (velocity). That flovf (velocity) through the rotor

disc which is generated by the vortex system of each rotor blade as

it rotates.

Inflow ratio. The ratio between the forward velocity of the

helicopter and the rotor-tip speed.

Jet rotor. A helicopter rotor that is driven by means of any type

of thermomotor or jet propulsion system mounted on or in the rotor

blades.
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NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

Lag angle. The angular displacement of a rotor blade in the plane

of rotation about avertical hinge pin. It is usually designated

by the Greek letter gamma (*i).

Lagging or hunting motion. Variation with the azimuth angle of

the rotor-blade lag angle in the plane of rotation.

Natural frequency. The natural frequency of a system is the

frequency of free vibration of that system. (Free vibrations are

those vibrations existing in a system when all the externally

applied forces and moments are constants and their summations are

zero).

Phugoid oscillation. A long-period characteristic motion of the

disturbed longitudinal motion of the helicopter.

Pitch control. That mechanism that varies the rotor-blade angle of

attack or pitch—usually divided into two controla-the collective

pitch control and the cyclic pitch control.

Power loading,. The gross weight of the helicopter divided by the

rated horsepower of the engine.

Relative velocity. The time-rate of change of position of apoint

in a system with respect to a reference frame.

Resonance. That phenomenon which exists in amechanical system

subjected to an applied sinusoidal excitation if any small change in

the frequency of excitation causes adecrease in the amplitude of

the observed response.
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NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

Retreating blade. The rotor blade that passes through the azimuth
angle from 180° to 360°.

Reverse-flow region. That portion of the rotor disc in *ich the

air flow is opposite to that of the remainder of the rotor disc.

Rotor. A system of rotating airfoils, usually wing-like structures

of high-aspect ratio, which provides the source of lift and in

helicopters the source of propulsion.

Rotor angle of attack. The angle between the axis of no feathering

and aline perpendicular to the flight path. This angle is positive

when the axis is pointing rearward.

Rotor blade angle. The acute angle between the line of zero lift

of the rotor blade section and the plane that is perpendicular to

the axis of no feathering.

Rotor disc. The plane described by the path of the tips of the

rotor blades.

Rotor hub. The part of the rotor-s3riving and support mechanism to

which the rotor blades are attached.

Rotor inclination. Orientation of the rotor disc by tilting the tip-
path plane, either by action of feathering or of the flapping

mechanism of the control system or by physically tilting the main

rotor shaft in the desired direction.

Rotor torque. The moment of the system of forces which tends to

impart rotation to the fuselage in adirection opposite to the

direction of rotation of the rotor.



NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

Solidity ratio. The ratio of the total projected blade area to the

projected disc area.

Stability. The property of a helicopter which causes it to develop

forces or moments that tend to restore the original condition of

steady flight after it has been disturbed by some external force.

Stalling of the blades. The condition of an airfoil in which it is

operating at an angle of attack greater than the angle of maximum

lift. For example, the outboard tip section of a helicopter rotor

blade on the retreating side.

Static stability. That property of a helicopter which causes it to

return to its original state of flight after having beendisturbed.

Swashplate. A rotating member attached to a similar nonrotating

member that is mounted coaxially on the rotor shaft in such a manner

that it can be moved obliquely to the rotor shaft, thus acting as

a cam to give a reciprocating motion to the pitch control arms

which are fastened to the rotating member and which act in a

direction parallel to the rotor shaft.

Thrust. The propulsive force which the rotor exerts as a result of

imparting a change in momentum to a column or mass of air per unit

time.

Tilting rotor. A system of rotor blades which are attached to the

rotor hub in such manner as to permit a tilting or seesaw motion.

Tip-loss factor. A mathematical relationship used for correcting

the lift forces of a rotor for the losses incurred in the region of
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NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

the rotor tips.

Tip-^path plane. The plane formed by the path of the image of the

rotating tips of the rotor blades.

Tip speed. The angular velocity of the blade element near the

outboard extremily of the rotor blade span.

Tip-speed ratio. The ratio between the forward velocity of the

helicopter and the angular velocity of the blade tips.

Transient motion. The motions that exist in a mechanical system

during the interval between two different steady states.

Vibration. Vibration, or vibratory motion, is motion existing at a

point in a system if the velocities of the point are alternately

greater and less than constant amounts.

Yaw. An angular displacement about an axis that is parallel to

the normal axis of the helicopter.
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DESIGN OF A HELICOPTER YJITH

A JET-PROPELLED ROTOR

INTRODUCTION

Since time immemorial, the free flight of birds and insects

has stirred man's fancy and aroused his envy. Born an earth-bound

creature, he has yearned and striven for the freedom of the skies.

This was denied him until the turn of this present century when

Wilbur and Orville Wright made the first successful flights of the

airplane at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina in 1903.

The subsequent halfcentury of progress has been truly

amazing from the standpoint of speed, altitude, lifting capacity,

endurance, and range of flight of the airplane. However, as all of

these qualities improved, the problems of take-off and landing,

inherent in the fixed-wing aircraft, have increased as rapidly.

Today we have huge planes being given jet-assisted take-offs with

auxiliary rocket motors, from runways two miles in length. Tricky,

bad-weather landings are guided by electronic devices. With the

increase in the size of airfields, it has been necessary to move them

further from the centers of the great cities that they serve.

Airline passengers are faced with the aggravation of spending as much

time travelling from the airport to a destination across the large

city as they spend travelling hundreds of miles between cities.

Private flying, contrary to glowing prophecy, has not

prospered in post-war days. The manufacture of light planes has

dropped from 30,000 in 194-6 to about 3000 planes in 1949 (although

the number in use has remained at about 100,000 planes). The
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utility of the light plane (1, p.45-46) is limited chiefly by

three factors$ weather, availability of landing fields, and economics

(2, p.37-49)» The latter factor really stems from the first two.

It appears that large-scale private flying will not become

economically feasible until the flying machine offers dependable

air transportation, regardless of weather or terrain. The

conventional fixed-wing aircraft will be partially limited in

both these categories as long as its lifting surfaces must be

stalled in order to land.

If man is to realize the rest of his dream of mastery of

the air, he must be able to do that "which hummingbirds and insects

accomplish with such ease—hover in the air, rise and descend

vertically. Since this is a more difficult problem than

conventional aircraft flight, it is not surprising that, although

men have planned and striven to accomplish it since the time of

Leonardo da Vinci (3, p.ll-13)> the first real successes did not

come until the 1930's with the machines of Breguet and Dorand,

Focke, and Sikorsky. These pioneers proved that the helicopter could

truly fly, and their successes inspired a great increase of

activity and interest in the field.

At that time there was much debate concerning which of many

suggested configurations would fly. They are too great in number

to list here. Since then, nevertheless, nearly all have been built

and flown with a considerable measure of success (4, p.9-18),

(5, P.8-10,19-20). The question is no longer "mil it fly?" or
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"Can it perform its peculiar mission of vertical and hovering

flight?" The accounts of its novel and useful accomplishments are

becoming legion and soon will be so common as to be no longer

especially newsworthy. They range from such routine operations

as crop dusting, pipe-line and power-line inspection for breakage,

to rescue of men caught fast in a quagmire of mud, and Navy fighter

pilots crashed at sea. Crews have been rescued from shipwrecks

when all other means have failed. When the cherry crops of the

famed Yakima region seemed doomed by an untimely rain, the crops

were saved by blowing off the water with the downdraft of the

helicopter rotor. The same technique was used to save grapes in

California, and has even been used to dry the sub-grade of a

roadway before paving (6, p.32-33,36-38).

A significant harbinger of things to come is the account of

the building of a small dam to increase the water supply for the

city of Vancouver, British Columbia (7, p.44-45). The city

desired to increase the storage capacity and limit flood runoffs

from a high mountain lake that supplied the city with water through

a narrow, rocky gorge. This outlet was five miles from the nearest

road, a mere jeep trail. To extend this trail to the damsite

through the almost impenetrable terrain would require an

expenditure of time and money in excess of the value to be gained

from the dam. The problem was solved by flying in 170 tons of

cement, machinery and other supplies. The only available landing

space was a 10-foot by 12-foot shelf of rock between precipitous

slopes on the edge of the canyon (later widened to a 15-foot square
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at the pilot's insistence). The dam was completed during the fall

of 1949 at an estimated cost of only one-fourth of a cent per 1000

gallons for the estiaated life of the dam. This story is all the

more remarkable when it is considered that it was not accomplished

with one of the new transport machines that have been used by the

United States Marines in landing operations to carry light vehicles

and artillery pieces (8, p.15,23), but with a light, two-place

helicopter capable of lifting a payload of only about 400 pounds.

Some 2000 take-offs and landings were made at both ends of the

run with no serious accidents.

Such feats indeed seem to augur well for the future of the

helicopter. The British periodical, "Flight," (9, p.13), summed

up the situation: "The helicopter position today may be likened

to that of fixed-wing aircraft after the first world war. Many

helicopters of many configurations and despite certain

imperfections, are flying not only experimentally but doing real

work in various directions." lhat are these imperfections?

Reeder and Gustafson, writing on the "Flying Qualities of

Helicopters," (10, p.l) summarize them as follows: "Problems of

flying qualities of current helicopters as observed during flight,

are instability with angle of attack in forward flight, control

sensitivity in hovering (particularly for the smaller helicopters),

and control forces following control movement in maneuvers."

Closely tied in with these flying qualities is the designer's

constant struggle to eliminate vibration. From the pilot's stand

point, the conventional helicopter has control and stability
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characteristics that are fatiguing, especially in poor visibility

(U, p.52-53). However, several automatic stabilizing devices have

recently been introduced to improve the situation. Many of these

will be referred to throughout this thesis, but cannot be described

in detail because of space limitations.

On top of the problems of flying must be placed the greatest

deterrent to widespread use in the fields of private flying and

small commercial operations. In order to meet the mass market and

realize its maximum utility in the field of private flying, the

machine must be sold and operated at a much cheaper cost. Current

tm^place models are priced from about $20,000 to $25,000 each,

which means that they now find their chief market in large commercial

and industrial projects, and military operations. Furthermore,

the complicated mechanisms involved and vibrations induced,

contribute to costly maintenance.

We then must examine the elements of helicopter design

more closely if we are to improve its characteristics.
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THE STATE OF THE ART

T/hat is the status of the helicopter from the standpoint of

the engineer who attempts to design a satisfactory craft? Dr.

Kurt Hohenemser, who has made many original contributions to the

study of the dynamic stability and control of the helicopter,

wrote a significant paper publised in 1938 entitled "Dynamic

Stability of a Helicopter with Hinged Rotor Blades." This paper

dealt with the fundamental instability of the hinged rotor blades

and analyzed the gyroscopic effects of the twin rotors of the

universally-known Focker helicopter, FW61. Following his

suggestions for improving the stability of this configuration, he

closed his paper with this remark, "Under what conditions the flight

characteristics of a helicopter, taken as a whole, are most

agreeable, is impossible to decide theoretically. It requires

systematic flight tests under the different possible conditions."

(12, p.16).

The military possibilities of the helicopter were such that

progress was greatly accelerated by World War II, although the

dissemination of information was restricted until after the close

of hostilities. The design situation in 1944 may be judged by a

remark in the foreword of Dr. Alexander Nikolsky's "Notes on

Helicopter Design Theory," (13) given at Princeton University during

the spring of 1944 to a group of engineers representing the

U. S. Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, the U.S. Army Air Forces, and a

number of aircraft manufacturers. He stated "♦ . . . since a large
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part of the available theory in this field is still in an unstable

state, these notes should not be used for design and calculation

purposes without some reservation." He goes on to express the hope

that more experimental data will be available in the near future to

substantiate the theoretical expressions presented. At this time,

certain factors such as the effect of blade elasticity, could not

be taken into account. The derived distribution of induced

velocity and the region of reversed flow in forward flight were

considered doubtful factors which would have to be checked. The

effects of higher harmonics were neglected and other simplifying

assumptions made.

To the author of this thesis, -whose interest in helicopter

design began in 1943, the nebulous and impractical form of the

available theory was aggravatingly apparent. Still today, as

"Flight" remarked in 1948, "the helicopter has now been flying as a

practical aircraft for some years, and theory has not yet quite

caught up with practice." Much fine theoretical work has been

done, however, since the war ended. The information gained from

the great variety of helicopters now being built or flying, points

the way to new design criteria. Although no actual textbooks have

yet been published, the first full-fledged reference book,

Raymond A. Young's "Helicopter Engineering" (14), appeared during

1949* His preface is a revealing commentary on the state of the

art; "Helicopter design is one of the expanding fields of research

in aerodynamics. Notwithstanding the fact that the basic principles

of helicopter flight have been known for many years, it is only
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lately that notable advances have been made in developing the engin

eering principles that are used in rotary-wing design. Indeed,

it is within the relatively recent past that serious study of the

performance, stability, and related flight characteristics of

aircraft of the helicopter type has been undertaken. Much work

remains to be done to improve both the control and stability of

helicopters, but to accomplish these aims designers will have to

be aware not only of the gains made in the past but also of the

pitfalls that must be avoided. Since at the present time

helicopter engineering is, by. no means an exact science, engineers

must exercise judgment in applying basic theory to advanced design."

It is certain that designers have greeted this book with a feeling

of gratitude for its attempt to present a systematic and logical

approach to helicopter engineering by selecting significant facts

from the considerable mass of pertinent literature and coordinating

these into a comprehensive treatise. It is not enough, but it is

a step in the right direction.
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THE PROBLEM

Our problem is to formulate a philosophy for preliminary

design by which to analyze the most recent construction and theory

from the multitudinous sources now available, and to apply it to

the solution of the stated problems of helicopter flight and

utility. Let us profit from the experience of others in this, also.

Glidden Doman, in a paper presented before the First

Convertible Aircraft Congress, December 9, 1949 (15, p.21), reported

on the design of the successful "dynamically flexible" Doman Rotor

System. In doing so he struck a key-«ote for the preliminary

designer. "... our engineering approach has been extremely

comprehensive, while our engineering methods have been extremely

rudimentary. This statement is not as contradictory as it may

appear, for any one of the design problems previously cited may

become unmanageable if one insists upon a mathematical solution.

Further, all the problems seem to be inter-related and beyond

solution as separate items. The rigorous mathematical treatments

of stress, vibration and control characteristics so far produced

by analysts, involve such lengthy and cumbersome detail that they

tend to confuse the designer and probably the authors as well."

As one of the most outstanding of these theoretical analysts,

Dr. Kurt Hohenemser was previously quoted as writing in 1939,

". . . it is impossible to decide theoretically ..." This is

chiefly because the factors cannot be neatly isolated and

compartmented as the pure scientist -would require, but interact
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often in a manner that defies analysis. We look to the day when

a super analysis, perhaps of the variety of Gabriel Kron's so-

called "tensor" analysis (16), is developed. "Connection tensors"

can be written to tie together all the complex factors, and the

whole system analyzed as a single entity. (This might be

accomplished in a manner similar to that in which the "primitive"

component elements of electrical circuits or rotating machinery

are separately analyzed and then connected with appropriate

"tensors" and the resultant electrical system analyzed as an

entity. Some such systematization and concept will certainly be

required). Meanwhile, it is desirable that the preliminary

designer be familiar with the methods of analysis of the theorist,

but it is absolutely necessary that he get from each group of

theorists (structural, aerodynamic, propulsive, thermodynamic,

vibration, stability and control, et cetera), a picture of

the physical significance of each parameter, and learn how it may be

improved.

He must now avoid getting too deeply involved in any one

specialty; that is, get so close that he "cannot see the woods for

the trees," but see all in proper perspective, gather all the

strings together and adjust them as well as he can to meet the

purpose of the design, depending on his insight into all the

inter-related phenomena for a successful design. Then and only then

is closer analysis made and the design adjusted and readjusted as

often as required by conflicting parameters, depending on the
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designer's judgment and skill. Often the machine must be built

and flown before all faults become apparent. It is not practical

to carry the reader through the sometimes devious reasoning, nor

describe all of the discarded plans and ideas embodied in the search

of new designs that could not bear up under the scrutiny of closer
analysis.

Instead, the final prelmLnary design that seems most

favorable in the light of current knowledge is herein described

and analyzed to see if it seems to meet the tests. Major emphasis

will be given to show how this design may overcome the difficulties

that have beset other designs and limited the helicopter's

widespread utilization.

Many of the calculations are included in very brief form,

or tabulated, especially those for which aroutine approach has

been developed by helicopter engineers. Space limitations require

that only the barest minimum of theory be included if it has been

elsewhere explained. In each case complete references are given

for further reading and substantiation of conclusions made. It is

assumed that the reader has an engineering or scientific background

and is reasonably familiar with current developments. Some figures

and charts from other sources, alist of standard symbols, and a

glossary of nomenclature and definitions have been included for the

reader's convenience.
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THE DESIGN

This design is intended to meet the requirements both of

economy and desirable flight characteristics. The helicopter

configuration described herein is a single-rotor craft propelled

by pulse jets at the tips. It has a two-bladed "dynamically

flexible" rotor that rocks across a simple rocking hings. The

hinge bearings are not subjected to centrifugal loads. They are,

instead, carried by the blade shanks and balanced out across the

hub. Neither does the blade have feathering bearings that carry

the centrifugal loads. Change of blade pitch angle is accomplished

by merely twisting the blade from the tip with an aerodynamic

tip-tab servo or aileron control. The tip-tab servo receives both

cyclic pitch and overall pitch control impulses through a

simplified cable system attached to a cardan-mounted swashplate.

The entire swashplate is moved up or down for overall pitch

change to accomplish climb or descent. The cyclic-pitch control

stick is attached directly to the swashplate without any

intermediate linkage. The fuel control is to be linked to the

overall pitch control through a suitable linkage to give the proper

amount of jet thrust for any operating angle of attack. Both

control functions are combined in one lever. Independent fuel

adjustments may be accomplished by twisting a bicycle-type grip

on the control lever. A tail surface canted at 45 degrees to catch

the rotor downwash, provides directional control. A U. S. Coast

Guard Helicopter Stabilizer (17, p.1-4) can be conveniently mounted
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to the swashplate if test flights indicate that additional automatic

stabilization is desirable for cruising or top-speed flight in the

stick-free (hands-off) condition. This device is merely a

horizontal airfoil mounted on the non-rotating swashplate in the

flight path of the helicopter in forward flight, and prevents

disturbances of the fuselage from being transmitted to the rotor,

thus in turn stabilizing the fuselage. The only functions of the

fuselage are to carry the fuel supply and pilot, a fuel gage, fuel

rate-of-flow meter, and the tail surface and landing gear. In the

production model it will be desirable to include a battery, switch,

and small compressed air tank for starting the pulse-jet motors.

The air tank can be filled by a simple rotor-operated pump connected

between the revolving rotor and the stationary shaft. In the

experimental model, the pulse jets will be started with a blast of

air from an air hose through the pulse-jet shutter valves. The

shutter valves are the only moving parts in the engine.

Specifications and performance charts are given for two

designs for purposes of comparison; (1) with proposed theoretical

medium to high-speed ram-ducted pulse jets, and (2) with slow-speed

pulse-jet engines that are currently available.

Explanations and comparisons will be made throughout the

design section to point out the way in which these configurations

are expected to solve the before-stated helicopter problems.



List of Specifications

Design for low-speed pulse-jet engine

Gross vreight 700 lb

Disc area 490 ft2

Disc loading I.43 lb/ft2

Blade radius 12.5 ft

Blade area 31.2 ft

Blade loading 22.5 lb/ft2

Solidity 0.0637

Design tip speed 325 ft/sec

Tip-jet thrust 35 lb

Design for theoretical medium-speed jet engine

Gross weight, W 55O lb

Disc area, A 314 ft2

Disc loading, W/A 1.75 lb/ft2

Blade radius, R 10 ft

Blade loading, B.L. 440 lb/ft2

Solidity 0.0400

Design tip speed 473 ft/sec

Tip-jet thrust 35 lb

29
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ECONOMY AND TIP-JET ENGINES

It has been previously noted that the high costs of the

conventional helicopter have served to limit its use, except in

special situations where its unique flying qualities enable it to

perform tasks that would be either entirely impractical, or more

costly, by other means. Thus a primary task is to simplify the

design.

Almost from the start it has been apparent to helicopter

designers that efficient tip jets would provide an ideal

configuration. Let us neglect for a moment the problem of

providing the tip-jet thrust, and consider what it will do for

us if we have it.

There will be an immediate saving in both weight and cost

since the following items can be eliminated: (1) The normal

helicopter power transmission system (19, p.44-77), with its

five components; an engaging clutch to enable engine starting

independent of the rotor, a free-wheeling or over-aiding device

for use in case of engine failure, a drive shaft with supports and

flexible couplings to transmit power at an angle, damping

mechanisms to absorb peak loads, and speed change gearing. It may

be interesting to note at this point that conflicting aerodynamic

requirements for hovering and high-speed flight in the conventional

engine-driven helicopter make a two-speed transmission highly

desirable, which of course adds to its complexity and cost.
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(2) The complex reciprocating engine with its multitude of

accessories and controls. (3) The power-consuming tail rotor

assembly which is used to counteract the torque of the lifting rotor

and give directional control.

In addition to these items further simplification in control

mechanisms and hub design is described in a later section of this

thesis.



The elimination of the described items not only eliminates

a great amount of weight, but some of the worst sources of

vibration as well. YfiLth these removed, the designer is able to

concentrate his attention in the important rotor system.

First, however, we must consider means of providing the

jet thrust at the tip. Three different basic types have been

proposed and flown; (1) the pressure jet (Figure l) exemplified

in the German Doblhof helicopter, (2) idle ram jet as used in

McDonnell Aircraft's "Little Henry", and (3) the pulse jet as

used in helicopters built by the Marquardt and the American

Helicopter Companies. The pressure jet will be removed from

consideration for our purposes, mainly because it must have a

comparatively large auxiliary engine in the fuselage to compress

the air and force it out through the hollow hub and blades to the

tips. It has further efficiency and aerodynamic disadvantages

that will be discussed later. This limits our field to the ram

jet and the pulse jet.

Dr. KLemin (20, p.66) points out that there is no longer

any question concerning our abilitj'- to build practical jet-

propelled helicopters. The modern question is, "Should one use

a ram jet or a pulse jet to drive the rotor?" Both Marquardt and

McDonnell Aircraft made studies of this problem in government-

sponsored projects and came out with different answers. In order

to compare the two engines, let us define them as Zucrow does in

32
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his "Principles of Jet Propulsion" (21, p.310-311):

"RAM JET. The simplest form of thermal jet engines. It consists of

a suitably-shaped duct equipped with appropriate fuel burners. The

entering air has its velocity energy converted into static pressure

as it flows to the burner section of the duct. Fuel is burned

continuously in the air, and the heated gases are ejected at high

velocity at the rear of the duct in the form of a jet. The device

is a continuous firing duct. . . . ."

"PULSE JET or Intermittent-Firing Duct Engine. Requires no air

compressor for its operation. The forward end of the duct is

equipped with one or more light shutters or valves that open

inwardly against a spring pressure (Figure 2). In flight, the air

is forced into the device by ram pressure which forces the valves

open. Fuel is supplied continuously, and the fuel-air mixture

is ignited initially by an electric spark. The combustion pressure

closes the valves, and the air admixed with combustion gases is

discharged to the rear to form the fluid jet. The ejection of the

gases produces a suction, causing the valves to reopen to start

the next cycle. The processes repeat themselves with a rapidity

which depends on the natural frequency of the duct."

The pulse jet is considered to be a constant-volume engine

(Figure 3).

After testing both types of tip jets, McDonnell Aircraft's

study (22, p.2) indicates that the efficiency of both the ram jet

(considered to be a constant pressure combusting machine) and the
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pulse jet (considered to be a constant volume combustion machine)

are affected by:

1. loss of ram pressure due to inlet and inlet diffuser

losses

2. Reduction in initial combustion chamber static pressure

due to finite velocity

3» Thermal radiation and convection losses

4-. Nozzle losses

5» External drag of the body

The losses due to combustion chamber pressure losses of the continuous

burning ram jet were indicated as less than the losses through the

intake valve mechanism of the pulse jet. Moreover, the heat losses

due to incomplete combustion of the fuel were indicated as less

than the heat losses due to charge dilution and timing variation.

The ram jet was selected as it is the simplest form of jet;

it is without moving parts, has a lower noise level than other forms

of jets, requires no lubrication, is of low initial cost, has little

if any maintenance, and does not require an external supplementary

engine. It was admitted that the fuel consumption was high, but

for short periods the saving in empty weight more than compensated.

The operational tip speed of this rotor is at least 600 feet

per second. The ram jet must have a high airspeed since its

efficiency increases with Mach number, and does not reach a very

favorable value until well above the speed of sound.

R. H. Miller, consulting engineer for McDonnell Aircraft

Corporation and assistant professor of aeronautical engineering,
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, discusses the efficiency of

both the ram jet and the pressure jet in his article, "Jet

Propulsion Applied to Helicopter Rotors" (23, p.639). He

summarized that the relatively high tip speeds required in

order to realize a reasonable jet efficiency result in a considerable

reduction in the aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor. Although this

aerodynamic efficiency may be improved by decreasing the rotor

solidity, a practical limit is reached, in the case of jet drives

involving airflow through the blades, beyond which the specific

fuel consumption increases almost asymptotically with decrease in

solidity. However, the -weight saving possible with such drives

and their simplicity, may, in certain cases, offset their low

aerodynamic and propulsive efficiencies.

Thus it appears that the major disadvantage of the ram and

pressure jets is low efficiency and high rate of fuel consumption

at subsonic speeds. The machine must operate at high tip speeds

in order to achieve a small measure of efficiency, but this limits

its forward speed if the advancing blade is to avoid compressibility

disturbances.

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the ram jet will

not operate below a certain critical airspeed, so an auxiliary

starting system is required to bring it up to the required airspeed.

The pulse jet, on the other hand, has just the opposite

characteristics, but is also limited in forward speed. It provides

maximum thrust (Figure 4) and fuel economy at zero airspeed and its

efficiency drops off rather rapidly with Mach number to limit its
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top speed.

The pulse jet was the engine that powered the widely-

publicized German V-1 "Buzzbomb." Its maximum speed was less than

4-00 miles per hour and it was rather easily shot down by Allied

fighter craft.

This first German engine was quite inefficient, but

captured V-l's were examined during the war by American scientists

and considerably improved in most aspects other than top speed.

Although much work has been done on the ram jet, and a

considerable amount of theory developed, the nature of the pulse

jet is such as to cause a great amount of difficulty in its

analysis. Very little theory has been published. Nevertheless,

considerable improvement in pulse jet efficiency has been made

through experiment. L. B. Edelman of Princeton University's

Project Squid, writing on "The Evolution of the Pulsating Jet

Engine and Its Future Prospects" in 1946 (24, p.1-14), summed up

the progress by comparing results with the V-1 engine.

"The table below indicates the best known figures for the

separate items of static performance

V-1 Engine

(1944 and prior) July 1946
Thrust per unit major
cross-sectional area 250 570 lb/sq ft

Specific fuel consumption 4.0 2.6 lb/nr lb
(Figure 5)

Effective valve life 0.75 7.0 hours and up
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"It should be noted carefully that these values do not

necessarily correspond with those of any single engine, but are the

best figures known for the separate items. Almost without exception,
however, engines exhibiting the best or nearly best of the single

items have also shown in the other items substantial improvements
which closely approximate the figures quoted.

"It is expected that further improvement will be made in

(a) air-intake valve design (Figure 2), (b) combustion, and (c)
tail-pipe phenomena. The latter includes one of the features of

the conventional pulse jet that limits its forward speed. When the

pulse jet fires, pressure builds up in the combustion chamber

(Figure 8) and forces the hot burning gases out the tail pipe. The
inertia of these gases causes the combustion chamber to develop a

partial vacuum which pulls fresh air in through the shutter valves

(Figure 2) to complete the cycle. Air also enters through the tail
Pipe and moves up towards the combustion chamber about one and one-

half tail-pipe diameters. At high speeds the cost is high in

energy and momentum to reverse the free stream and cause it to

flow forward in the tail,"

Several suggestions are made to improve the efficiency of

the pulse jet, and an estimate of future performance possibilities

are as follows: In most types of heat engines, including complete

propulsive systems, it is possible to calculate theoretical

efficiencies and outputs by means of idealized thermodynamics and

fluid mechanics. Realistic appraisals of losses may be made by
resort to other analyses and to empirical data. In this way the
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development engineer is able to make a good estimate of the upper

performance limit of his engine, and by reference to the realized

performance, he is then able to adjust intelligently the direction

and intensity of his efforts. As previously mentioned, the

difficulties in making these analyses for the pulsating jet engine

are very great. Ihile excellent work has been done along these

lines, the available estimates are much less reliable than those

for the steady-flow propulsive systems, such as the turbo jet.

However, by careful screening and study of the available

theoretical and empirical data, and with the inevitable resort to

intuition concerning the degree of solution possible for the

several development problems, an estimate of possible static

performance can be made with some degree of assurance, as follows:

Overall air/fuel ratio

Pressure ratio

Thrust per major
cross-sectional area

Specific fuel
consumption

The purely-speculative estimate above is based on an

anticipation that present work on tail pipe effects will be

successful, that the pressure ratios measured in single pulse

combustion in tubes (Figure 9) can be realized in continuous

operation, and that the air capacity improvements (Figure 11)

Best Realized

Performance
Possible Performanc

25 to 35*1 50 to 60:1

2 to 2.5 4 to 5

570 800 to 900 lb/sq ft

2.6 1.5 to 1.6 lb/hr-lb
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indicated by late designs -will be extended to the ultimate. The

figure for fuel consumption follows, after a number of

conservative assumptions are made regarding the character and

magnitude of thermal energy losses.

In enumerating a number of uses for this engine, Edelman

lists its outstanding inherent advantages as follows:

1, The mechanical design is by far the simplest and least

expensive for operation statically and at forward speeds up to

well in excess of half-sound speed (Figure 6). Present and

contemplated designs do not require specialized high-temperature

alloys or expensive machining operations.

2. Starting, throttling, and shutdown are dependable and

easy to effect; a simple ignition system is required only for

starting; control is dependent only on fuel flow, and not on

external governors or other auxiliaries,

3» Any common liquid fuel may be used without redesign or

change in parts, and without noticeable performance variation.

4» Dry weight is favorable in comparison to all air-

consuming engines throughout a wide speed and altitude range.

Pertinent to this discussion are the undesirable features of

present designs, as follows:

1. The fuel consumption is relatively high, the best figures

to date being about 2.6 lb/hr-lb under static conditions,

2. Noise and vibration in operation are unpleasant, though

not generally dangerous or destructive.
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3« Operating life of the valve elements is short.

These features are, however, subject to elimination or great

reduction in degree of undesirability.

Several curves from Edelman's report, which illustrated

many of the points mentioned, have been included for the reader's

convenience (Figures 2 to 11).

Marquardt Aircraft, who like McDonnel Aircraft,

investigated the characteristics of the pressure, ram, and pulse

jets for helicopter installations, finally decided that the

pulse jet had the most possibilities. However, when the author

visited their plant at Venice, California in September I94.7, they

were quite enthusiastic about the ram jet. This is evident, in

fact, in the Marquardt "Ihirlajet" which was built with a rotor

designed for the high-speed ram jet, but was actually flown with

pulse jets on the tips. Structural difficulties were encountered

in collapse and fatigue cracking of the tail pipe. Nevertheless,

the helicopter has performed well enough for Mr. Marquardt to

state before the Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences (25, p.41-45)

that, ^Results of a theoretical analysis are presented comparing

the load-carrying capacity of ram jet, pulse jet, and compressor-

burner jet heclicopters with conventional machines. It is shown

that the ram-jet helicopter is not competitive, whereas, a

selection between other propulsion systems is dependent upon the

flight endurance^ pulse-jet and compressor-jet helicopters having

about the same performance and being superior in load-carrying

capacity to a conventional machine for endurance up to the order of
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three hours as based upon present jet engine performance." Curves

showing these results are taken from Mr. Marquardt's report, but

were calculated from an original analysis by Mr. C. D. Denney,

"Design Criteria for Jet-Propelled Helicopters", ASME Transactions,

January 1949 (26, p.1-9). Mr. Denney was formerly chief engineer

of the Marquardt Company, but left to form the American Helicopter

Company and build the XA-5 "Top Sergeant". This is claimed to be

the first machine to be built with a rotor designed for the slow-

speed characteristics of the pulse-jet engine. It was built in

two months and test-flown January 15, 1949. Its control and

stability characteristics exhibited during hovering and slow-speed

forward flight, have been reported as excellent. This machine, like

the Marquardt "UShirlajet" was built from a surplus Air Force

R-6 (Sikorsky) helicopter, and is different from a conventional

helicopter only in the jet-propelled rotor.

The American Helicopter Company claims that tests have

confirmed the following features of the XA-5 (27, p.6-7,19):

1. Only helicopter of its size that can be assembed in

thirty minutes after separate parts (fuselage, rotor, engines)

have been delivered to operating area.

2. XA-5 has broken the world's record for engine overhaul

time. Complete replacement of operating parts of one engine can be

completed in five minutes.

3» Pulse-jet helicopters of XA-5 size would be produced at

a cost of not more than $5000, in contract to #20,000 to $24,000

of the conventional two-place helicopters now on sale.
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4. "Top Sergeant" gives twin-engine safety. If one

pulse-jet fails, the remaining engine will assure an easy landing.

5. No engine warm-up needed. Engines operated at full

power immediately after starting.

It was further reported that there had been no structural

failures of the pulse-jet engines and that while hovering at

seventy per cent engine power the noise level was relatively low.

In fact ". . .it is the firm opinion of the company that the

noise level under flight conditions is well below the objectionable

range. It does not produce the irritation experienced by many

persons at close proximity to a turbo-jet engine."

In view of the experience of these three companies, it would

seem that the tip jet is well suited to the small "utility"

helicopter for short-haul, high-lift operations, which seem to be

the most useful fields for the helicopter.

There is another fine potential use for the tip jet at the

other extreme of size. One of the most desirable helicopter

applications in military and other operations is that of the

so-called "flying crane". If the tip speed of a very large rotor

is to remain below the sonic region, the rotor must have a very

low rpm. Accordingly, the thrust to be transferred through the

transmission will be very great, requiring a fairly massive

transmission and a heavy hub and blade structure. This seems to be

an ideal tip-jet configuration.

In either case the fuel consumption is the main disadvantage

of the jets. At this point it may be well to note an important
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economic principle that applies. Whereas the small amount of

flying time per year for most lightplanes, for reasons previously

noted, is a major contributing factor in a high hourly cost, the

opposite should be true of the tip-jet machines. Low first cost

and low maintenance are of course initially favorable. Furthermore,

the expected utility of the machines should make for a high use-

rate, further lowering the hourly cost of transportation. Very

cheap fuel may be used, and even if the fuel costs still are

considered high it should be remembered that the operator incurs

these fuel costs only when he is actually in operation with a

payload.

We do not yet have a final answer concerning the superiority

of either the pulse or ram-jet engine for helicopter rotor tips,

but this author believes the basic pulse jet is more advantageous.

The ideal tip-jet engine would combine the characteristics

of both types to give an engine that could operate with good

efficiency from zero airspeed to the speed of sound. In fact it

seems most likely that this will soon be accomplished. At the time

of this writing, current periodicals are carrying news of

experiments by Project Squid at Cornell University, in which the

pulse jet has been enclosed in a ram "shroud" or duct. The shroud

slows the entering air so that it seems that the pulse jet is

operating in favorable static air. Though specific data has not

been published, the news indicates a considerable improvement in

thrust at higher airspeeds.
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In order to predict the eventual form of the ideal tip-jet

engine, the author, in collaboration with Mr. H. H. Rook, has

proposed a combined pulse and ram-jet engine (Figure 13) to be

built into the airfoil section in the region inboard from the tip.

This design would attempt to combine features of boundary layer

control (28, p.227-237) (29, p.243-252), by introducing air into the

jet intake from stagnant regions at the leading edge of the blade,

and at apoint about one-third of the chord back, where the suction

slot may have the effect of preventing separation of the boundary

layer over the forward portion.of a moderately thick airfoil

(30, p.20). Ejection of the accelerated gases above the trailing

edge of the airfoil may further contribute to laminar flow over the

forward portion of the airfoil, lower the pressure, and increase

the lift of the section.

The effect of the ram duct or "shroud" should be to reduce

the airspeed of the entering air, as mentioned in the Cornell

University experiment, and also to provide additional air to mix

with the tail pipe gases for further burning and thrust

augmentation. The low-velocity air in the "shroud" should reduce

the normal high-speed tail pipe losses by lowering the energy

required to reverse the air and pull it into the tail pipe during

the "suction stroke". It seems possible that a further advantage

might be realized from this combination in lowering the noise

level of the engine. Edelman's curves of noise level versus

frequency (Figure 10) indicate that the higher frequency engines

operate at a lower noise level. In order to build such an engine
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into an airfoil it would be practically necessary to build short,

high-frequency pulse jets.

This combined pulse and ram jet should have the pulse-jet

characteristics of high thrust and lower fuel consumption at low

speeds. The ram duct ought to counteract the tendency of the pulse

jet to lose thrust and increase fuel consumption at medium velocities.

At high velocities, approaching sonic, this engine should operate

more like a ram jet, with the internal pulse jet acting as an

efficient flame-holder. It might, in fact, be desirable to

introduce additional fuel, when operating at high Mach numbers,

into the airspace between the pulse jet and the ram shroud. In

this condition the engine should utilize the tendency of the ram

jet toward increased efficiency at high Mach numbers.
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FUNDAMENTAL HELICOPTER AERODYNAMICS

The development of airscrew or rotor theory has proceeded

along two independent lines of attack from an early time. These

are: (1) The momentum, and (2) the blade element approaches. Each

method has its particular advantages and weaknesses. The momentum

theory is based on the fact that the thrust on the rotor is due to

the downward motion imparted to the air that passes through the

rotor disc. This theory is concerned only with the motion of the

fluid, and the forces acting on the rotor blades are determined as

the forces necessary to impart this motion to the fluid. It gives

no indication as to the shape of the rotor blades or the loading

along the radius of the blades. In order to simplify the problem

these assumptions are usually made (13, p.2),

1. The rotor has a large number of blades so that it may be

considered as a circular disc.

2. The thrust is uniformly distributed over the disc.

3« The rotor disc is of infinitesimal thickness so that the

air velocity is constant while passing through the disc.

4* The losses due to slipstream rotation (or profile drag)

may be neglected.

From an examination of Figure 14 it can be noted that the air

is assumed to be at rest under static pressure, P , well above the
o*

rotor disc. As the air moves toward the disc its axial velocity

increases to u and pressure decreases to P. The axial induced

velocity, u, is considered to be constant across the infinitely thin
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rotor disc, but the pressure increases to P» immediately below the

disc. Far below the rotor the air is assumed to regain its initial

pressure, PQ. The ultimate induced velocity, u, (neglecting

viscosity effects) is then determined to be twice the velocity, u,

induced in passing through the thin rotor disc. The energy difference

between the initial and final conditions is assumed to be due to

the energy added to the air by the rotor disc. The air mass rate

of flow through the thin rotor disc is

M = Afu (1)

where,

f is the mass density of air, slugs/ft^

A is the disc area, ft

M is mass in slugs per second

Let us equate the thrust of the rotor to the change in axial

momentum per second of the air. From the concept of F = d(MV)/dt

T=Afu(u1-V) (2)

The work done on the air by the rotor thrust is Tu in unit

time. This must be equal to the increase in kinetic energy of the

air mass in the slipstream per unit time, or

Tu =AK.E. =|A(»u(uJ- V2) (3)

However, T=Af u(uj- V) from equation (2), so

Afu^uj-V) ^Afud^-V2)

u=1^+ V) (4)
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This can also be shown if we consider the pressure

discontinuity at the disc. We may develop equations for thrust and

the induced velocity momentum if we refer to Bernouilli's equation

for an incompressible fluid which states that the sum P+0^/2

is constant along a streamline where

P = pressure in psf

V = air velocity in fps

At low air velocities the air may be considered incompressible and

£» treated as a constant. Applying Bernouilli's equation to the

streamline above the rotor gives

Po+|fV2=P+|fu2 (5)

Below gives

Po+2f\ =P' +2fu2 <6>
Subtracting (6) from (5)

!••-*- |e<^ -1*) (7)
(If V=0 then P» - Pml/2^uj).

From equations (7) and (2) the thrust

T=A(P«- P) =IA^u2- V2) =AfutUj- V) (8)
Solving for u

U =2(ul + V)
which is the same as equation (4).

If we assume uniform flow through the disc and let

V = u - V be called the induced velocity through the rotor disc, the
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induced velocity at infinity below the rotor will be

Hj -7m2? oar ^ m2V. (9)

if V is considered to be zero initially. Otherwise

u. -V

Then V. = u only when the rotor is hovering in still air.

Then the thrust equation for vertical flight is

T=Afu(u--Y) =2AfuV. (11)

or

T = A^u u. in hovering flight (12)

so

The power required to enable the helicopter to hover is the

product of the rotor thrust and the air velocity induced through the

rotor disc.

TV.

HP =j± (14)

Equation (8) can be written for hovering as

T=2fAv^ if t^ =2V± (9)

then

u=Vi=^=4vi" (15)2fA v A r2f

The disc loading, T/A, is commonly signified by w, so

u=/wy~



Now thrust, T=5S-S fp^ equation (L4)
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and

v^^JJE (16)

so equating equations (15) and (16)

i VA v2^ T
or

Vf =550v/2"f (17)
and at sea level when = 0.0023779

HP

©Vf -jJVw =38 (18)
Referring back to equation (U) the rotor thrust in

hovering may be expressed as

T=2fAuY =2nR2fuV. =2nR2*»u2 (19)

A thrust coefficient C_ may be defined by

T=CTf (TJR^CA.V) (20)

In vertical flight CT may be found from equation (11) as

u(uj- ?)
CT-~W (21)Jh. %

In this way the thrust coefficient, CT, relates the induced and tip

velocities.
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In the same manner dimensionless coefficients for torque

and power may be written so that

Torque =C^iTR2!^2 (22)

and

Power =C^ttR ru^R3 (23)

It is interesting to note that equation (19) and equation (20)

may be equated to give, for hovering flight

T=2TlR2fu2 =CTf TlR2(-L\R)2

so

$& = *2 =T (24)
Expression (24) appears physically reasonable since the greater the

relative flow through the disc, the larger should be the thrust

coefficient.

So far we have considered the rotor as an infinitely thin

disc, working in a perfect fluid, with no regard to the manner in

which the rotor blades can achieve these effects or any hint as to

the way in which optimum blade shapes may be designed.

A theory of greater refinement may now be introduced in which

each element of the blade may be treated as an airfoil in two-

dimensional flow (20, p.4). That is, the element may be considered

to have infinite aspect ratio, AR. However, the flow through the

rotor disc will still be obtained from the momentum theory. Thus

it is called the "blade element momentum theory". The resultant



velocity V , at a blade element, x, as can be seen from Figure 15

is, for vertical flight

V, =-/u2+ (Ar)2 =-C\.r (approx.) (25)

The angle (} between the line of the resultant velocity, V,and

the plane of rotation is usually called the "induced angle".

£* mtan |f»4(approx.) (26)

This may be rewritten as

rC7 =ci7 I=~l =♦ (aPProx») (27)
The angle of attack, oC, defined as the angle between the

line of no lift of the airfoil and the line of resultant velocity,

V , is
r'

oL =0-$ =0-^ =0-A| (28)

If 0 and u are considered to be constant along the span, oL increases

from root to tip, indicating that blade stall would be expected to

occur first at the tip if 0 is made too large.

Theory thus far has neglected the effect of blade profile

drag in vertical flight. Profile drag may be included if the

following assumptions are made:

1. Blade element velocity is equal to the rotational velocity

r.

2. The profile drag coefficient, CL , is a constant & for
o °

all blade elements.
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3. The blade is of constant chord, c.

Using these assumptions, the profile drag on a blade element, cdr, is

^pr =|c&o(cdr)(Xlr)2 <29>pr

and the profile drag torque

•R

vpr "-J |bcf^Vdr=b|%oc^24
J o

(30)

The profile drag energy loss per second is

VV4 =bl V^3f oi)
The energy loss per second may be further expressed in terms

of profile drag and solidity ratio, G~, where

_ total blade area _ bcR _ be.
- disc area ~~ „_2 ~~ 1TR

TTR

so

be =(TTiR, or bcR = <TTlR2 (32)

if the blade chord c is constant from root to tip. Then the profile

drag energy loss per second

s3

pr 2 o 4 2 o 4

=! v*s> ^ 03)
The total power loss in vertical flight may be shown by the

energy method to be the sum of the induced velocity loss and the



profile drag loss

E. = E, + E „ = TV. + E
t i pr x pr

=T^+f ^(W
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(34)

Although this equation will not yield values that agree with flight

test data, because of assumption of uniformity of induced velocity,

it does show the general effect of various factors which make up

the rotor power in vertical flight.

Equation 34 indicates practical measures that may be taken to

reduce either induced or profile drag power while keeping the thrust

constant. The induced power term may be reduced by lowering the

disc loading, which is accomplished by using large disc diameters.

Conversely, the profile drag may be reduced by using small disc

diameters, low solidities, and low tip speeds. However, the decrease

of the latter two factors requires that the blades operate at higher

angles of attack, that is, of higher lift coefficients, in order to

produce the same thrust as before.

As the angles of attack increase beyond + 7 degrees or + 8

degrees (for the NACA 8-II-12 airfoil section), the profile drag

increases out of proportion to the lift. This provides a limit on

the lowering of tip speed and solidity ratio. Furthermore, with

conventional gear-driven helicopter rotors it is usually considered

desirable to have high solidity and low tip speeds to allow
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operation at angles of attack which provide optimum blade element

operation.

In actual practice it is not possible to obtain a constant

lift coefficient along the blade without twisting or tapering the

blade or both (31, p.1-42). However, a fair estimate for

preliminary evaluation of thrust can be derived in terms of a mean

lift coefficient CL« In hovering, or approximately for vertical

flight, the thrust on the rotor

*R

b| CL(Ar)2cdr

=b|cLca2^

f - S>= g CL(bcR) (A- Rr

=fCLS^ 05)
In general C,. may be obtained only from experiment.

These very elementary expressions may serve as an introduction

to helicopter aerodynamic theory. In order to make the theory

useful in predicting performance in horizontal and vertical flight,

many further refinements and assumptions must be introduced.

In spite of many analyses published, it is still necessary

to use expressions which have been corrected from flight test data

in order to obtain desired accuracy. This arises from the basic

lack of knowledge concerning (1) the actual flow through rotor,
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and (2) the amount of blade profile drag.

The basic theory may be readily applied to tip-jet

helicopters.

The rotor power of a tip jet is the product of the rotational

tip speed and the thrust or force of the jet, so

(F )(i\-R)
HP = J550 (37)

where F. = force of the tip jet.

It is apparent then that the power output of a tip jet of

constant thrust, F_, is directly proportional to the tip speed,

S.R. Then any measure which will allow the rotor tip speed to

increase will increase this power. This can be accomplished by

lowering the blade drag. Lowering of the solidity ratio and

using smooth blades tends to lower the profile drag coefficient.

At the same solidity higher tip speeds allow the blades to be

operated at lower angles of attack. However, there are again limits

to this trend, including those previously pointed out.

The maximum tip speed is limited by two factors, blade tip

stall in forward flight, and compressibility in either hovering or

forward flight. Both theory and experiments (32, p.1-10) indicate

that blade tip stall of the retreating blade in forward flight

limits the top speed of the helicopter. This causes loss of lift

and severe rotor roughness (vibration). An increase of rotor rpm

delays the stall but the tip speed increase is limited by

compressibility effects. It is usually considered to be desirable

to operate at a tip-speed ratio, u, of about 0.35 for best forward
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flight operation.

The designer will usually base the design rotor speed on the

hovering condition, since this is the most critical and requires

a lower tip speed than does forward flight. Sissingh (33, p.1-13)

developed an expression that has been adjusted to fit flight test

results (14, p.57) and which usually gives a good indication of the

desirable tip speed. Expressed in terms of rotor rpm this is
1

Design rotor rpm = ^-s- (—) (38)
R

The maximum forward speed at which a helicopter can be flown

is limited, not only by stall of the retreating blade, but by

compressibility shock on the advancing blade. The approximate

maximum tip speed of the advancing blade is given as

U = V +XLR (39)

Wind tunnel tests indicate that a shock wave may form on an airfoil

section at airspeeds beginning at 70 to 80 per cent of the speed of

sound.

In the discussion of the tip-jet effect it was assumed that

the jet thrust would remain constant at varying airspeeds.

It should now be recalled that the ram-jet thrust increases

with Mach number, but the pulse-jet thrust decreases (Figure 4).

In a design that uses the conventional pulse jet it would be

wise to use a low design tip speed and high solidity. This would

provide for a slower machine but one with a high load capacity.

A comparison of the performance of a medium tip-speed machine, with

assumed constant tip-jet thrust, is compared with a slow tip-speed
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high-lift pulse-jet machine in the following section.
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HELICOPTER FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

Theoretical methods of calculation of helicopter performance

have been developed by many individuals using various basic

assumptions and producing results of varying reliability. The blade

element method such as that used by Bailey (34, p.1-18) is reported

to have attained the most accuracy because of introduction of

various correction factors throughout the calculations. However,

the numerous variables, and the involved mathematical expressions

that have been derived (35, p.l-37)(36, p.131-135), lead to

computational difficulties and tend to hide the physical effects of

the various rotor characteristics.

Bailey and Gustafson (37, p.1-9), Wiesner OS, p.1-19), and

others such as Talkin (39, p.11-50), Chawla (40, p.1-10), and

Nesbitt (41, p.62,64,66,68,112-114) have reduced the computations

required. This is done by means of charts and tables that have been

derived from the basic theory. This not only simplifies the

calculations, but gives a better picture of the relations between

variables. Performance theory still gives slightly optimistic

results (within two per cent) but is extremely valuable from the

designer's standpoint.

Young (14, p.80-129) has summarized what he considers to be

the most convenient and reliable of these charts in his section on

performance. These are the simplified, routine methods used herein.

Although these methods apply to all the performance factors, only

horizontal flight performance will be calculated in this thesis.
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The purpose of the thesis is merely to develop a helicopter design

that exhibits favorable qualities of mechanical simplicity, stability,

control, load-capacity, and reasonable forward flight velocities

for experimental purposes. Only the key equations will be

presented so that the use of the chart parameters is evident.

Glauert (41, p.13) and Prewitt (42, p.ll) show that the total

required horsepower in hovering or level flight is the summation

rhp = Rhp + ihp + fhp

where

Rhp = rotor profile drag power

ihp = induced power required

rhp = total required horsepower

This relationship is expressed in a usable form by Bennett (43, p.1-17)

and modified by Wiesner (38) to a form from which performance may be

readily evaluated by means of design charts and tables. This is

1

rhp =TRTp(f/Co) %+fyu(e/fo)2 +0.0000028)AfV3(f/fo)

where these "power required parameters" are defined as follows:

P<tA(xl3R3)
'0T_ =

R 4400

rp*.= l+4.6fi2 +Kjj^
1

UA_,_B_,2„ Jz
'l2|

W

o C i

<t> " 550 ~(2^ x 550

^u =u~~> ,*MW \ =2&L >** \ =/A-V2
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£> = rotor profile drag coefficient,

Ap = equivalent flat plate area of the fuselage

K_= a variable that is dependent upon the stalled region

of the rotor blade. 1^ can be obtained from Figure 73,

Young (14, p.86) which is based on test data

K^ =P2/Pi =^'^l (for conventional helicopters)

3
R, = 2£> Au b induced power for constant inflow

&f~2 ,3
Pg = ~r— Co = :ijnj:iuce<i power when inflow varies from 0

at hub to 2 at the tip, with triangular

distribution

o = rotor profile drag coefficient, which is a function of

the lift coefficient, relative airspeed, and blade

surface condition. Its accuracy of selection depends on

the designer's judgment guided by experimental results

The following calculations illustrate Young's convenient

tabular form, and figures referred to are found in his publication

"Helicopter Engineering" (14, ch.6).



Table 1.
Medium-£peed Jet

(Power required calculations - basic data)

No. Item Symbol Value - Unit

1 Gross weight W 550 lb

2 Disc area A 314 ft2

3 Disc loading, W/A w 1.75 lb/ft2
4 Blade radius R 10 ft

5 Blade area K 12.5 ft2
6 Blade loading B.L. 44.0 lb/ft2
7 Tip-loss factor B 0.97

8 Solidity <T 0.0400

9 Tip speed a. r 475 ft/sec

10 CT =w/^V 0.00329

11 C-pAr 0.0818

12 CL =6V0"
av

0.491

13 1^ (14, Figure 73) 27

14 % (14, Figure 80) 0.008

15 r. (14, Figure 76) 0.0413

16 TR (14, Figure 74) 750

17 2275
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Table 2.

Low-Speed Conventional Pulse Jet
(Power required calculations - basic data)

No. Item Symbol Value - Unit

1 Gross weight W 700 lb

2 Disc area A 490 ft2

3 Disc loading, W/A w 1.43 lb/ft2
4 Blade radius R 12.5 ft

5 Blade area \ 31.2 ft2
6 Blade loading B.L. 22.5 lb/ft2
7 Tip-loss factor B 0.96

8 Solidity <r 0.0637

9 Tip speed •CLR 325 ft/sec

10 cT =w/^a-V 0.00570

11 OjAr 0.0895

12 CL =6 C^c-
av

0.537

13 Kj_ (14, Figure 73) 30

U & (14, Figure 80) 0.011

15 tl (14, Figure 76) 0.0375

16 TR (14, Figure 74) 700

17 v 26.2
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Table 3.
Power Required (Medium-speed jet)

No. Symbol
True airspeed (feet per second)

0 20 30 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

1 h 0.0 0.0423 0.0634 O.O846 0.127 0.169 0.212 0.253 0.296 0.338

2 T
u

1.0 0.89 0.71 0.60 0.43 0.33 0.26 0.21 0.17 0.14.

3 ihp 22.75 20.25 16.15 13.65 9.78 7.50 5.92 4.78 3.86 3.185

4 "V 1.0 1.01 1.02 1.025 1.035 I.O65 1.09 1.30 1.46 1.67

5 S> 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008

6 TR 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750

7 Rhp 6.00 6.06 6.12 6.15 6.21 6.39 6.54 7.80 8.77 10.00

8 V3x 10"*5" 0.00 0.80 2.70 6.40 21.60 51.20 100.00 172.8 274.0 410.00

9 Ajjc 104" 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 O.H 0.34 0.14 0.34

10 fhp 0.00 0.112 0.376 0.896 3.02 7.17 14.00 24.20 38.40 57.40
11 rhp 29.00 27.00 23.00 21.00 19.00 21.00 26.00 37.00 51.00 71.00

Columns 1. j*= V/cv.R

2. From (14, Figure 77)
3. Col. 2x (TeW)
4. From (14, Figure 75)
5. From (14, Figure 80)
6. From £L4, Figure 74)

7. Col. 4 x Col. 5 x Col. 6

8. Velocity (fps)3
9. From design drawings = 0.0000028 x A„

(using value for a streamlined fuselage)
10. Col. 8 x Col. 9
11. Col. 3 + Col. 7 + Col. 10

C3



Table 4.
Power Required (Slow-speed jet)

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

S?/mbol

T
u

ihp

%

^R
Rhp

V3x 10"

^ 104
fhp

rhp

0.0

1.0

26.2

1.0

0.011

600

6.6

0.0

0.14

0.0

33.0

20

0.0615

0.89

23.3

1.03

0.011

600

6.8

0.80

0.14

0.112

30.0

30.

0.0922

0.71

18.6

1.06

0.011

600

7.0

2.70

0.14

0.376

26.0

Columns 1. f^= V/fl-R
2. From (14, Figure 77)
3. Col. 2 x (r0w)
4. From (14, Figure 75)
5. From (14, Figure 80)
6. From (14, Figure 74)

True Airspeed (feet per second)
"60 80 100 120 J^o_40

0.123

0.60

15.7

1.08

0.011

600

7.13

6.40

0.14

O.896

24.0

0.1847

0.43

11.26

1.16

0.011

600

7.66

21.60

0.14

3.02

22.0

0.246

0.33

8.64

1.29

0.011

600

8.52

51.20

0.14

7.17

24.0

0.308

0.26

6.81

1.50

0.011

600

9.9

100.0

0.14

14.0

31.0

0.379

0.21

5.50

1.90

0.011

600

12.6

172.3

0.14

24.2

42.0

0.431

0.17

4.45

2.70

0.011

600

17.8

274.0

0.14

38.4

61.0

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Col. 4 x Col. 5 x Col. 6

Velocity (fps)3
From design drawings = 0.0000028 x Af
(using value for a streamlined fuselage)
Col. 8 x Col. 9
Col. 3 + Col. 7 + Col. 10

£
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CONTROL, STABILITY, STRESS AND VIBRATION

The simplicity of design that is made possible by the use of

the tip-jet engines is asolution of only part of the problem,

which was stated in the introduction. The rest depends on the ability

of the designer to build amachine that is stable in the air, both

dynamically and statically, which responds at once to the pilot's

control impulse, and does not possess dangerous or unpleasant

vibration characteristics.

Most of the devices or design concepts used have been proved

separately on various successful machines, but the combination

specified herein is unique, combining as it does these factors in an

especially desirable manner. It is believed thatlhis combination

results in a rare design situation, which, instead of the usual

compromises, causes the factors involved to react in a mutually

favorable manner, as will be explained in the following sections.

Control

The problem of control is solved in this design by the

mechanism indicated in Figure 19. Since the blades are flexible, it

was thought desirable to use the simple pulley system indicated.

This might be described as a "common return" system since both tip

tabs are connected to a common line across the center of the hub.

This common line has a spring interconnected in the line to take

up slack and keep the line taut. This also takes care of any change

in cable length caused by the bending of the blades. Even though
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the cable may be under considerable tension, this is not transmitted

to the cyclic pitch control stick, but is balanced outaxross the

swash plate. The control impulse from the pilot, through the control

stick and cable system, changes the angle of attack of the trailing

tab at the tip of the blade. The location of the tab behind the

blade provides a lever that allows very small control forces and a

minimum of feed-back. However, there is still control "feel" since

there is no irreversible mechanism in the cyclic pitch control

system.

Helicopter designers have been plagued with the fact that the

blade pitch angle varies with azimuth angle due to the varying

aerodynamic forces on the blade. This is true, even of very stiff

blades, when the pitch control is introduced at the root of the blade.

In most helicopters, the pitch of the whole blade is changed by

rotating it about the feathering axis. This method requires high

control forces since pitch change is resisted by the inertia of the

entire blade and by the friction in the pitch-change bearings which

carry heavy centrifugal loads.

Since the blade twists anyway, the author considers it sensible

to apply the pitch-change moment at the tip where the change will be

most effective. Such a system requires a blade that is quite

flexible in torsion. It is designed to be flexible in bending also.

This latter feature is also desirable, as will be pointed out.

Two helicopters have been licensed by the CAA in which the

blade pitch-change bearings have been eliminated and the blade is

merely twisted for control. The Seibel helicopter (44, p.42)
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applies the pitch-change moment near the root by twisting a special

flexible section. The Kaman design (45, P«67, 18-20) twists the

blade at the tip with a trailing aerodynamic servo.

It may be interesting to note that the method of twisting an

airfoil for control is not new. The TSright brothers twisted or

warped the wings of their first airplane to control it in flight.

The use of ailerons on helicopter blades is also an old device. It

was used on the Curtis-Bleeker helicopter (46, p.23) which was

flight-tested in 1930. Contemporary designs using this device are

Kaman's, mentioned above, and Landgraf's which is a twin-rotor

side-*y-side configuration, with stiff three-bladed rotors. Cyclic

pitch control in the Landgraf machine is obtained through the tip

ailerons which change the lift of each blade.

The Kaman design is also a twin-rotor, side«*y-side

configuration, but is built with the rotor shafts close together and

the blades synchronized. This type is sometimes called a

"synchropter". The first prototypes were pioneered by R. Chapman

of Corvallis, Oregon, followed by Kellett Aircraft of North Wales,

Pennsylvania.

Collective or over-all pitch change in the thesis design is

obtained by moving the entire swash plate up or down to decrease or

increase the pitch, as is done in almost every modern helicopter.
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Stability

Helicopter design has gone through a pioneering period during

which the main effort was directed towards development of machines

that could fly with adequate control. The design philosophy during

this period was that the helicopter need not be a stable machine in

order to be useful. It was compared to the motorcycle in this

respect. However, it has since become apparent that if the

helicopter is to realize its full potential use in those flight

regions in which its characteristics are unique, that is, in

hovering, vertical and slow forward flight, it needs to possess

inherent stability, both static and dynamic. Theoretical studies

of these properties have been attempted only recently, and much is

still unknown, but the main features have been recognized and

analyzed.

In order to understand the stability problems of the

helicopter, it is first necessary to define -bhe types of stability

which concern the helicopter. Basic definitions as defined by

Gessow and Amer for the NACA in their "Introduction to the Physical

Aspects of Helicopter Stability" (46, p.1-35) are as follows:

Trim. An aircraft is trimmed in steady flight when the resultant

forces and moments on the aircraft are equal to zero.

Aircraft stability. Stability is related to the behavior of an

aircraft after it is disturbed slightly from the trimmed condition.

Static stability. An aircraft is statically stable if there is an

initial tendency for it to return to its trim condition after an
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angular displacement or after a change in translational velocity

from that condition; it is unstable if it tends to diverge from

trim after being displaced. An aircraft is neutrally stable if it

tends to remain in the condition to which it has been displaced.

Dynamic stability. The dynamic stability of an aircraft deals with

the oscillation of the aircraft about its trim position following

a disturbance from trim. If the magnitude of the oscillation

builds up with time it is dynamically unstable. If the magnitude

decreases with time it is dynamically stable.

Although, as has been noted, the study of helicopter stability

is a rather new field, the literature contains some good discussions

of the problems involved, so this paper will deal mainly with the

effects of three important stability factors in the hovering

condition, without treating them with mathematical rigor. These

factors are:

1. Static stability with angle of attack

2. Static stability with velocity, that is, "flight stability"

3. So-called "damping in pitch or roll"

Finally, the effect of these factors on dynamic stability will be

mentioned briefly. Initially it is well to note that dynamic

stability is impossible to achieve without static stabiHty, but

that the converse is not necessarily so.

It is difficult to separate stability and control functions

since they are inter-dependent. Consider how the conventional

helicopter is controlled. A change of pitch is introduced at the

hub which increases the angle of attack of the blade. This increases
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the lift of the blade, which reaches its maximum upward displacement

about one-fourth of a revolution later. Then the blade reaches

maximum downward displacement about one-half of a revolution after

the azimuth position of maximum upward displacement. This is

called the "flapping" of the blade. It, in effect, tilts the swept-

out rotor cone. The helicopter tends to move in the direction of

the rotor tilt. The same effect is produced if there is a change

of mast angle. The mast angle displacement changes the pitch of

the rotor blades, causing them to flap up one-fourth of a

revolution later and soon realines the rotor axis with the shaft.

That is, the plane of rotation is again perpendicular to the rotor

shaft. This indicates that the helicopter in hovering possesses

neutral static stability with respect to attitude changes.

The foregoing discussion indicates that there is a time lag

between a rapid shaft tilt and the realinement of the rotor with

the shaft. That is, if the shaft tilts continuously, the rotor will

continue to lag behind the rotor shaft. The lag is, of course, due

to the rotor inertia. However, for a rotor of given inertia, the

time lag depends on the flexibility of the rotor blades. A blade

that is stiff in torsion will have a very slight lag. On the other

hand, a limber blade will not respond so readily. In the thesis

design this is due to both the blade inertia and the damping effect

of the tip tabs. Under these circumstances even a large pitch

change at the root of the blade will not be readily transmitted to

the tip. Tiie blade will twist, allowing only a small portion of the

hub pitch change to be transmitted initially to the tip. The lag of
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the rotor causes the rotor thrust vector to fall behind the

helicopter center of gravity and the resultant moment tends to

correct or oppose the effect of the changing mast angle. This

moment is called "damping in pitch" or "damping in roll", depending

upon the axis about which the tilting occurs. It can be expressed

mathematically as AM/AiO or MQ, where M is the pitching moment in

foot-pounds and (O is the angular tilting velocity of the helicopter

in radians per second. The moment, M^, is always opposite to the

tilting velocity for the conventional rotor, and thus is always

stabilizing and, according to the convention, negative in sign.

If the same rotor is subjected to a sudden gust or a trans

lational velocity, the effect is to tilt the rotor in the direction

of the wind, that is, away from the translational velocity. This is

a result of the rotor flapping which in turn is caused by the

difference in the resultant air velocity on the advancing and the

retreating blades. The increased velocity on the advancing blade

causes an increase in lift on the blade, but, as mentioned before,

the maximum upward displacement or flapping occurs about one-fourth

of arevolution later. Meanwhile the retreating blade has flapped

downward. The result is a tilt of the rotor to the rear, or in the

direction of the wind. This variation of moments due to changes in

translational velocity is a measure of "flight stability", which can

be expressed mathematically as AM/AV, or M . According to the

convention the moment is considered positive.
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It has often been pointed out that a pure moment cannot be

applied to the helicopter, but that any moment will be accompanied

by translation. The helicopter, while hovering, possesses only

neutral static stability according to the definition of static

stability. If it is displaced in pitch or roll and prevented from

translational motion, no moments will arise to tend to restore it to

its original position. However, it cannot in reality be prevented

from translating. Therefore, let us discuss the effect of a change

of fuselage attitude, oL, in forward flight.

If given a nose-up change of fuselage attitude, the rotor will

tilt to the rear as previously explained. The tilt of the rotor to

the rear has the effect of further increasing the angle of attack of

the advancing blade, tending to cause further rearward tilting of

the rotor and increasing rotor thrust. This is obviously an

unstable condition. Its effect is more pronounced for a nose-up

moment than for a nose-down moment. This variation of moment due

to changes in fuselage attitude is a measure of static stability

with angle of attack that may be expressed mathematically as

AM/A-*- or M . According to the sign convention the moment. M ,

is always positive in sign. The variation in thrust with angle

change, AT/AoC or T , is also considered positive, according to

convention.

K. Hohenemser, in a recent article on "a type of lifting rotor

with inherent stability" (47, p.1-31) refers to this action that has

just been described as statically unstable, but indicates that it

can be made stable. He describes a hub design for a three-bladed
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rotor that has a rather complicated combination of bearings, linlcages,

and hinges that he claims will alleviate this condition. The

essence of the system is that the collective blade pitch angle is

kinematically coupled -with the collective flapping coning angle,

•while no coupling is provided between cyclic flapping and cyclic

pitch angles. It is supposed to provide not only static stability,

but avoidance of partial stall due to gusts and pull-ups, even

though the rotor is operating at a high and economic thrust

coefficient in steady flight. Furthermore, no adjustment of the

collective pitch control is necessary for the transition from

powered flight to autorotation. Dr. Hohenemser describes this

system as being especially well suited for jet helicopter rotors.

Note how these same benefits may be provided in a much simpler

fashion with the thesis design control system. All of the above

advantages may be realized by merely raising the center hub pulleys

above the hub (Figure 19). Ihen the blades cone up, slack is

introduced into the cables which is taken up by the spring in the

common return line. This control motion reduces the angle of

attack of both blades, thus providing static stability with respect

to a slow change in attitude angle. In case of gusts or sharp

pull-ups, partial blade stall is avoided by the automatic reduction

of the blade pitch. Ifilhen engine failure occurs, the rotor rpm

decreases. The centrifugal force is thus decreased and the blades

cone upward. The upward coning of the blades automatically causes

a reduction of blade pitch angle towards the lower angles that are

better suited for autorotation. This causes the blades to speed
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up, which results in an increase in pitch and a stable action.

The dynamic stability of the helicopter in hovering can be

shown to depend on the combination of "flight stability" and

"damping in pitch or roll". Ihen the helicopter is disturbed from

the hovering condition by an initial change of mast angle, the

rotor follows with some time-lag. The change of attitude of the

helicopter causes a translational motion in the direction of rotor

tilt. This translational motion is soon opposed by the "flight

velocity" which tilts the rotor in a direction opposite to the

translational motion. Finally, this motion stops but the rotor

is still tilted rearward so the translational motion begins to

the rearward and the process is repeated in this direction. The

period of the resulting oscillations in hovering is given by

Gessow and Amer (as taken from an Air Materiel Command Translation

of a German report by K. Hohenemser (4.8, p.1-26) as

p =: _2rr J &

VI *v

A similar approximate equation for the period of oscillation in

forward flight has also been derived by Hohenemser (49, p.1-17)

W g T
P =2Try———*

My g

If M^ is assumed to be equal to zero it is seen that this formula

reduces to the formula for the period in hovering.

According to this approximate theory of K. Hohenemser, dynamic
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positive static stability with angle of attack, by increasing the

damping in pitch, or by a reduction in flight stability. It has

been previously noted that the damping in pitch is the moment

produced by the lag of the rotor behind a mast displacement. This

has been shown to depend upon (l) the flexibility of the rotor

blades, (2) their inertia, and (3) in the thesis design, upon the

damping effect of the tip tabs. Damping in pitch is a very

desirable feature but it has usually been achieved at the expense

of control sensitivity by increasing the blade inertia or placing

some device in the control system between the pilot's control

stick and the rotor, which delays the pilot's control impulse.

Both Hohenemser (50, p.1-13) and Miller (51, p.1-35) note the

stabilizing effect of blade inertia but also point out the

detrimental loss in control sensitivity. However, such is not the

case in the thesis design. The high blade inertia due to the tip-

jet engine weights is overcome by the large control moments

available from the tip tabs. Desirable sensitivity and light control

forces are retained, because no artificial stabilizing device is

placed in the control system between the pilot and the rotor except

"Hie tip tab, which must respond at once to even very light pilot

control impulses. The flight stability is also reduced by

increasing the inertia of the blades, since blade inertia reduces

the flapping.
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Stress and Vibration

Periodically applied aerodynamic forces of lift and drag are

inherent in rotary-wing aircraft. These sources of vibration must

be dealt with, since they cannot be eliminated. Furthermore,

the frequencies of the periodically applied forces depend on the

rotor rpm, so their ranges are fixed by aerodynamic considerations.

If the rotor operates continuously at rpm's which match the critical

frequencies of blade vibration, severe and perhaps dangerous

amplitudes are inevitable. There are then only two courses left

open to the designer. He may make the blades so stiff and strong

that they are always operating in the region below the first critical

frequency, or he may make the blades so limber that they have low

frequencies of the fundamental and the first few harmonics. The

former is the normal design procedure. However, it will be shown

that the latter procedure may offer better possibilities for the

helicopter designer. Perhaps experiences in other fields, that

usually require that a structure be designed for stiffness and

rigidity, have unduly influenced the -thinking of helicopter designers.

Consideration of typical frequency response curves indicates

that the amplitude of deflection starts with static deflection when

the frequency is zero. As the frequency increases, the amplitude

of the deflections increases. When a natural or critical frequency

of the structure is reached, the amplitude theoretically becomes

infinite, if it is not restrained by damping. Beyond this resonant

region, for a single degree of freedom system, the amplitude
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decreases and, in fact, tends to approach zero asymptotically as

the frequency continues to increase. When the harmonic effects are

considered the amplitude increases as each natural harmonic frequency

is approached, reaches a maximum, determined by the amount of

damping, decreases after passing through this resonant region, and

the process is repeated. If a material such as wood, which has

high internal damping, is used in rotor blade design, the envelope

that encloses the maximum amplitudes in the resonant regions is

constantly decreasing, and tends to approach zero asymptotically.

Therefore, with proper combinations of stiffness and mass

distribution, rotor blades may be designed to operate at frequencies

well above the important resonant regions. In this manner, the

inevitable vibration is used as a stabilizing influence to reduce

the blade bending stresses in flight to values less than those in

the static conditions.

Our solution, then is to design a structure that is flexible

in bending and torsion, and strong enough in tension to carry the

high centrifugal loads. This is also desirable when the lift forces

are considered. The amount of upward coning of the rotor blades

should be limited, not by the bending restraint of the blades, but

by the res-braining moment of the centrifugal forces. In this design

these centrifugal forces are especially effective due to the presence

of the jet-engine weights at the tips of the blades. The criteria

of blade bending strength should then be that which prevents undue

static droop of the rotor blades when at rest. At least three

helicopter rotors have successfully demonstrated the value of
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"dynamically flexible" rotor blades on conventional type helicopters.

The Doman LZ-1A four-bladed rotor (15) has passed rigorous Air Force

evaluation tests which indicate that the flexible blade design

produces lowered bending stresses, and insures flight which is

practically free of vibratory motions transmitted into the fuselage.

Other examples of fairly flexible blades are the English

Bristol 171 helicopter (51, p.1-7) and the Fairey Gyrodyne (53jpl-6).

Both of these designs provide for blades that are flexible in

bending. The Bristol 171 furthermore has the mass-balance of the

blades distributed longitudinally so that they are heavier at the

tips than at the roots. This reduces blade bending moments during

flight. This feature is, of course, inherent in the jet design,

without the addition of extra weight, due to the presence of the

tip-jet engines. Blade flexibility is also an important stability

parameter.

There appears to be only two disadvantages, from the vibration

standpoint, to a design of this type. First is the situation that

may develop during the time that the rotor is accelerating up to

operating rpm, while a wind is blowing. Here aerodynamic impressed

forces of frequencies equal to critical frequencies will be

encountered. It is believed that vibration should not be excessive,

because the rotor speed is changing as it moves through the critical

frequencies. The other situation in which vibration may occur is

caused by a combination of flexible blades and rigid pylon.

B. Kelly in his analysis for the NACA of the "Response of helicopter

rotors to periodic forces" (54, p.1-14), indicates that there are
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only two combinations that exhibit satisfactory vibration

characteristics when acted upon by periodic horizontal forces;

(1) flexible pylon and rigid blades, and (2) rigid pylon and flexible

blades. In the latter combination, however, the pylon is no longer

effectively rigid when the aircraft is rocking about on its landing

gear. Then there is danger of self-excited vibration phenomena.

Reports on the tests of the Doman rotor system (15) previously

cited, indicate that both situations, though theoretically present,

are of little consequence.

There are other sources of vibration in the conventional

helicopter designs that it appears would be either completely

eliminated or greatly reduced in this design. A large &- angle

(reduction of the blade pitch angle as it flaps up) contributes to

vibration (according to B. Kelly) because it has the effect of

raising the flapping frequency of a rotating blade. The %q angle

is zero in the thesis design. Hinge bearing wear has been found to

be a source of vibration. This design has neither pitch-change nor

drag bearings. Blade flutter has been a serious problem in some

designs, but it is now known that this usually can be prevented by

locating the blade center of mass ahead of the feathering axis and

the aerodynamic center behind the feathering axis (14, p.178).

Periodic forces in the control system have long been a

characteristic of most rotary-wing aircraft, but the flexible blades

and trailing tip tab, along with the other measures mentioned in the

thesis design, are expected to reduce or completely eliminate this

trouble. The periodic rolling moments, caused by blade flapping in
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forward flight are isolated from the fuselage by flapping hinges

in most conventional machines. This same effect is achieved in

practically all two-bladed rotors by allowing the rotor to

"seesaw" or rock across a rocking hinge, as is done in this design.
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DESIGN DRAWINGS

In the preceding sections the problems of the helicopter have

been stated, elements of the aerodynamic theory derived, general

solutions proposed, and specifications for two types of small

helicopters given. The solution of the problem of high costs is a

simplified mechanical design. This necessary mechanical

simplification of the helicopter, required by considerations of

economy, is achieved initially by the use of the tip-jet engines.

Farther simplification is gained by using flexible blades

that have no drag or feathering hinges and bearings. The cyclic

pitch control system consists only of the pilot's control stick,

swash plate, control cable, pulleys, and tip tabs. The solution of

the problems of control, stability, and vibration are indicated

in a general way in the preceding section. A specific and detailed

design of the simplified hub mechanism that will provide the

features that have been shown to be desirable is shown on the

following pages. The hub design will apply to either of the two

helicopters described in the specifications (page 29).
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